As a first step in simulating solvent denaturation, we compare two possible potentials for urea; one based directly on a parameterization for proteins and another generated from ab initio, quantum calculations. Our results, which are derived from numerous, 1 ns simulations, indicate that both potentials reproduce essentially the same observed water structure ͑as evident in radial distribution functions͒. However, even though the quantum potential better approximates dimer energies, it is unable to simulate the dynamic behavior of water ͑as evident in measurements of diffusion͒ as well as the potential based on protein parameters. To understand its behavior in aqueous solution, we compare the urea simulations with those of solute molecules that possess the same planar, Y-shape as urea but are progressively more hydrophobic. We find that adding urea to a solution increases the number of hydrogen bonds, while adding any of the Y-shaped analogs decreases the number of hydrogen bonds. Moreover, in contrast to the Y-shaped analogs, which aggregate more as they become less polar, we find that urea mixes well in solution and has little tendency to aggregate. For our analysis of aggregation, we used a novel approach based on Voronoi polyhedra as well as the traditional method of radial distribution functions. In conclusion, we discuss how urea's unique behavior in comparison to its Y-shaped analogs has clear implications for models of urea solvation and mechanisms of urea protein denaturation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over 25 years ago, R. H. Stokes noted that the ''properties of aqueous urea are probably better known than those of any other aqueous nonelectrolyte.'' 1 One of the most interesting physical properties that urea imparts to aqueous solutions is the ability to denature proteins. 2, 3 Understanding how a polar molecule like urea affects the stability of proteins has motivated many studies of its behavior in solution. In particular, a series of experiments have attempted to discover the mechanism of solvent denaturation by showing that urea increases the solubility of certain hydrophobic molecules 4, 5 and of other molecules that mimic the peptide backbone. 6, 7 Nozaki and Tanford 8 showed that urea enhances the solubilities of most amino acids with hydrophobic or amidecontaining side chains. Building upon these results, Roseman and Jencks 9 found that while hydrophobic molecules are more soluble in other organic cosolvents such as formamide and ethanol, polar molecules containing amide groups are more soluble in aqueous urea.
Two models have been developed to describe urea's aqueous properties. The first was initially proposed by Schellman; 10 furthered by Kreschek and Scheraga; 11 and finally extended by Stokes. 1 ͑Appropriately, it is named the SKSS model.͒ These authors attributed urea's aqueous properties to its ability to form dimers and oligomers via hydrogen bonds and measured this interaction by calculating a concentration-independent enthalpy of formation. This model did not consider the other possible interactions in the solution: namely, urea-water and water-water. In contrast, Frank and Franks 12 developed a formalism that involved water's structure ͑the FF model͒. They assumed that liquid water exists in an equilibrium between two states; open or ordered vs dense or disordered, and that urea can only dissolve in the disordered state. By interacting only with the disordered state, urea pulls water away from the more ordered state. In this way, urea indirectly ''breaks'' water structure. Although the two models date from the sixties, both explain the thermodynamic data and are useful for interpreting this paper's results. More recent experimental findings have been mixed, not favoring either model clearly. A NMR study 13 found evidence that urea disturbs long-range water order, and although the authors did not find any stable urea dimers, they did suggest that dimers would occur with lifetimes on the order of picoseconds. Also, a Raman spectroscopy experiment 14 could not find urea dimers in solution. Likewise, other x-ray, 15 fluorometric, 16, 17 and calorimetric 18, 19 experiments supported the FF model. However, an experiment measuring dielectric relaxation 20 reported very little difference between pure water and a solution with urea; neutron diffraction analysis of urea solutions 21, 22 showed that urea does not change water structure appreciably; and one osmotic pressure experiment 23 demonstrated the existence of urea oligomers in solution.
Searching for a more definitive understanding of urea's a͒ aqueous behavior, investigators have begun to use molecular dynamics in their studies. From their two simulations of ϳ18 ps each, Tanaka et al. 24, 25 showed that urea has a negligible effect on water structure and is capable of self-association. Similarly, in their 10 ps study of 1 urea and 210 water molecules, Kuharski and Rossky 26 found no significant disturbance of water structure. At the same time, they analyzed a ternary system of a Lennard-Jones sphere, 200 waters, and one urea placed at the hydrophobic interface for 10 ps and calculated that the single urea was able to displace about three water molecules from the solvation shell of the Lennard-Jones sphere, albeit with some distortion to the water structure at the interface. 27 Lately, studies have concentrated on investigating the stability of the urea dimer. Cristinziano et al. 28 modeled a dimer and 40 waters in a truncated octahedron. Their simulation showed the dimer breaking after only 55 ps. Boek and Briels 29 found that urea dimers were even less stable, and suggested that the stability seen by Cristinziano et al. was an artifact of their octahedral system. Boek and Briels also reported little disruption of water structure in their 50 ps simulations. On the other hand, Hernández-Cobos et al. 30 did find urea dimers in their Monte Carlo simulations of four different urea concentrations, but again saw little disturbance of water structure. Å strand et al. developed a polarizable, ab initio potential for urea 31 and conducted four separate simulations of 10 ureas and 277 waters lasting up to 88 ps. 32 They found that urea forms stable dimers and that urea did not significantly affect water structure. Most recently, a Monte Carlo study of urea and N-methylacetamide homo and heterodimers again found urea aggregates in solution. 33 Altogether, both the experimental and simulation evidence do not definitively prove one model over the other.
With the present study, we hope to extend the current understanding of aqueous urea solutions begun by earlier work. We analyze a large number of 1 ns simulations of aqueous urea solutions, which vary in concentration from 0.23 to 6.71 M. Our trajectories are about an order of magnitude longer than formerly reported runs. This is important because very long simulations are necessary to ensure that we properly sample solution space. The simulations of Å strand et al., 32 the most comprehensive of previous work, sampled only a couple hundred picoseconds. From their study, Å strand et al. noted that their trajectories might not have reached equilibrium since they found urea dimers that were stable for the entire length of the simulation. For reasons discussed later, we believe that their simulations may have been at equilibrium, but that their short trajectories did not sample solution space well enough.
To understand how urea affects aqueous solutions, we compared our urea simulations with similar ones of iso-steric molecules possessing the same, planar Y-shape as urea but differing in polarity. ͑For a description of the molecules and their charges, see Fig. 1 .͒ We have also run simulations using a more polar, ab initio charge set for urea. For simplicity, we refer to this ab initio charge distribution as the ''quantum charge set,'' in contrast to the ''simple charge set'' used for the initial series of urea simulations. This quantum charge set was motivated by previous simulation work, 25, 30, 32 which suggested that the correct modeling of urea's dimer potential would favor formation of complexes in solution. These previous simulations accurately represented the electrostatic interactions inherent in an ab initio charge distribution by including higher order terms, such as dipole-quadrupole interactions. 34 Our simulations, in contrast, applied an empirical potential function for electrostatics, which contains only a simple 1/r term. 35 Using an ab initio charge distribution with our empirical potential is in a sense inappropriate since we do not employ higher order terms in our potential. However, since one objective of these simulations is to find an appropriate parameterization for urea to use with our ENCAD potential, the quantum charge set is useful as a comparison to our simple charge set.
Because all these simulations occur in an aqueous environment, the accuracy of the F3C water model that we used has great influence on our results. Consequently, in Fig. 1 we show the dipole moment and dimer potential for water and also representative interaction energies between water and each solute. The F3C parameterization of water has been shown to reproduce the experimental dynamic, structural, and thermodynamic properties of water quite well, and also to expedite simulations of both protein and DNA. [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] Thus, a central goal of this study is to develop a parameterization for urea that is consistent with the previous water and protein simulations for use in future simulations of protein unfolding.
II. METHODS
We used the program ENCAD ͑Energy Calculation and Dynamics͒ for all simulations. The program and potentials have been described previously. 35, 36 For consistency, parameters for the solutes were based on previously derived values used in protein simulations, except for the urea quantum charge set. In addition, the simulations used all-atom models which included explicit hydrogens. Atoms were allowed all degrees of freedom; however, the solutes containing an sp 2 -hybridized, central carbon atom, such as urea, were restrained to a planar configuration using an improper torsion angle term. This model does not completely restrict hydrogen atoms from bending out of plane. Like Å strand et al., 42 we chose this less than rigid model as a balance between results from Meier and Coussens 43 gas phase, quantum calculation, which showed that urea's hydrogens may be slightly out of plane in vacuum, and other quantum calculations on formamide-water systems, [44] [45] [46] which suggested that water stabilizes a planar configuration. Solute molecules were placed in a standard box of 216 waters. All waters closer than 1.67 Å to the nonhydrogen atoms of the solute were removed. Then, the box was scaled to the appropriate volume V box using the solution's experimental 47, 48 density ͑M͒ at molarity M using
where m box is the mass of the atoms in the box in atomic mass units ͑amu͒, V w is the volume of water in a pure solution ͑29.89 Å 3 , explained in Table I͒ , and m w is the mass of one water molecule ͑18 amu͒. For isobutylene, the volume was estimated using volumes from Harpaz et al. 49 The simulations used a 2 fs time step, a periodic box, and a smooth force-shifting truncation as used by ENCAD for protein 35 and pure water simulations. 41 The system was equilibrated to the running temperature of 298 K, and records were saved every 0.4 or 0.5 ps. Running on a DEC Alpha 3000 400 workstation, 1 ns of simulation required ϳ40 cpu h. We summarize the parameters used for each simulation including box size, density, and length of simulation in Table I .
Using the program SPARTAN™ ͑Wavefunctions Inc.͒, we calculated an ab initio set of atomic charges for urea using the CHELPG algorithm 50, 51 and the 6-31 G** basis set. 52 The algorithm produces a charge distribution by fitting the electrostatic potential, and the calculations were run at the restricted Hartree-Fock level of approximation.
We used the Einstein relation 53 to measure the diffusion coefficient as a mass transport quantity. This calculates the squared distance traveled by a molecule from its initial position per unit time. For a molecule i at position r i (t) from an initial position r i ͑0͒, the diffusion coefficient D at time t is defined as
where ͗ ͘ indicates an average over all i molecules. At each saved time step after the first 100 ps, we calculated a diffusion coefficient for every molecule using the position of a designated ''central atom.'' For example, we used the carbon for urea's diffusion and the oxygen for water's. For each molecule type, i.e., water or urea, we found an average diffusion coefficient and also a standard deviation about the mean. These values were then averaged over time steps past 100 ps to obtain an overall diffusion coefficient and standard deviation. For water, the dimer refers to two waters making one hydrogen bond. For urea, a dimer refers to the cyclic dimer potential energy for two urea molecules and was defined as consisting of two urea molecules each making a hydrogen bond from its carbonyl group to the trans hydrogen of the other urea. To calculate the minimum energy of the dimers, they were placed in vacuo and allowed to minimize over 2000 steps using ENCAD. All energies are given in kcal/mol. # Potential energies with water were calculated by forming a hydrogen bond between the water hydrogen and a solute molecule's oxygen group. In the case of isobutylene, which has no oxygen, water was placed near the exposed, sp 2 hybridized carbon. These complexes were then allowed to minimize as previously described.
a All charges are given in units of electrons. For clarity in the charge distribution table, atoms are listed from the ''top'' of the molecule down, and the numbers in subscripts indicate the number of other atoms with that charge in the molecule. All simulations used the same values for the Lennard-Jones dispersion and repulsion parameters, which were empirically derived for simulations of protein in solution ͑Refs. 35 We defined the existence of a hydrogen bond geometrically; the distance cutoff between a hydrogen and an acceptor atom was 2.6 Å and the angle between the acceptor, hydrogen, and donor atoms had to have been greater than 120°. Our definition of a hydrogen bond is quite stringent. Consequently, in a pure water simulation, we would find only 3.95 hydrogen bonds per water. Integration under the first peak of the experimental water oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function yields 4.4 bonds per water. 54 Hydrogen bond lifetimes were calculated by monitoring the existence of a hydrogen bond from each recorded time step. A lifetime is measured from the time that the bond was formed until it was broken.
We calculated the radial distribution function in the following manner. For a distribution function between atoms of type A and type B, distances were computed at each time step between all type A and B atoms. These distances were then sorted into a histogram with a specified bin width ⌬r ͑usually 0.10 Å͒ beginning at a distance of 0 Å and ending at 20 Å. An individual bin of the histogram P(r i ) centered at a distance r i was converted into a point in the function using the following relationship
where
The number density n(r i ) of B atoms around A atoms is the average number of distances in a bin per time step per atom of type A, or P(r i ) divided by the number of time steps n ts and number of A atoms n A . The ideal number density n(r i ) ideal of B atoms around A atoms is calculated from the density of type B atoms in the box B ͑number of B atoms divided by the box volume͒ multiplied by the shell volume V shell (r i )ϭ4r 1 2 ϫ⌬r. To show that our longer simulations provide better statistics, we calculated the 32 individual nitrogen-nitrogen radial distribution functions, g NN (r), in the 3.76 M urea simulation ͑see Table I͒ for two time intervals; the first 100 ps after temperature equilibration to duplicate the length of earlier simulations and for the full 1 ns of the trajectory. For each interval, we averaged the 32 functions into an average g NN (r) and also found a standard deviation of the mean that showed the spread of the functions.
To create a snapshot of the solution, we viewed all simulation trajectories on a Silicon Graphics Indigo 2 workstation using the program MOLMAN, which is able to read an ENCAD trajectory and display the time steps sequentially. The time step's coordinates were output and then imported into MACI-MDAD™ ͑Molecular Applications Group͒ to generate PICT files for figures.
To calculate surface areas and intermolecular contacts, we used the Voronoi construction as implemented in Gerstein et al. 55 This construction surrounds each atom with an unique polyhedron, so that all points within the polyhedron are closer to the enclosed atom than any other. Faces of Voronoi polyhedra, consequently, are equidistant from two atoms, and they can be uniquely identified by the two atoms they separate. For each atom, we summed the total area of its faces and the facial area covered by a particular molecule type. These sums were used to find the fraction of a molecule's particular polyhedra area covered by a given type of molecule ͑solute and/or solvent͒. We averaged over all molecules and time steps after equilibration. Figure 2 illustrates how longer simulations give better statistical sampling than shorter ones. For each of the 32 nitrogens in the 16 urea ͑3.71 M͒ simulation, we calculated a nitrogen-nitrogen distribution ͓g NN (r)͔ over two time intervals; the 100 ps after equilibration and the full 1 ns of the simulation. The figure shows a mean and a standard deviation derived from the 32 distributions at each point r. When a system is at equilibrium, we expect the deviation to decrease with longer simulation times as ͱt s /t l , where t s and t l are the lengths of the shorter and longer simulations, respectively. For our urea simulations, we find this expected behavior; the deviation from averaging over 1 ns is 28% of that from averaging over 100 ps, and this decrease is nearly the same as the 32% expected. Thus, analysis of deviations indicates that our system has reached equilibrium by 100 ps.
III. RESULTS

A. Sampling statistics
Note, however, that being at equilibrium does not preclude the need to collect sufficient statistics for accurate results, and the drop in deviation illustrates this point. Consequently, Å strand et al.'s simulations 32 may have been at equilibrium, but they were not long enough to provide comparable statistical sampling to our simulations.
B. Diffusion
In Fig. 3 , we compare the experimental urea diffusion coefficients to ones we determined from our simulations. Our values for both charge sets faithfully reproduce the trend in the experimental values; increasing the urea concentration slows its diffusion. This progression makes sense since pure urea exists as a solid at room temperature suggesting that the diffusion in concentrated solutions is very slow. A line fit through the experimental diffusion coefficients usually falls within one standard deviation of the values calculated from simulations which use the simple charge set. However, all the urea diffusion coefficients from simulations using the quantum charge set do not come within a standard deviation of the line derived from the experimental values. Moreover, diffusion with the quantum charge set is always slower than with the simple charge set. The lower portion of the figure compares the water diffusion coefficients found from the two series of urea runs. Increasing urea concentration retards water diffusion; however, this effect is much more prominent in simulations using the quantum charge set.
For the other solutes, we compare simulation versus experimental diffusion coefficients in Fig. 4 . Although most of the solute runs simulated a shorter period of time than the urea ones ͑see Table I͒, they are within acceptable agreement of the experimental numbers. More importantly, the runs simulated for longer times and with more solute molecules exhibit solute diffusion coefficients that are generally closer to experiment than the shorter runs with less solute molecules. For water diffusion, we have only been able to find experimental values from studies of acetone solutions. 56 Comparison with this data shows that water diffusion coefficients from our simulations successfully approximate experimental values. We find these results quite encouraging. Because we use a general parameterization based on previous protein simulations, we assume that similar groups on different solutes have the same attributes. Although Meier and Coussens 43 have shown this to be an oversimplification, our method is still able to reproduce the experimental diffusion of the solutes quite accurately.
We would like to explain an apparent contradiction in our results. The more polar, quantum charge set slows the diffusion of both urea and water ͑Fig. 3͒. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4 , simulations with the other solutes indicate that increasing a solute's polarity increases its diffusion. As described in Fig. 1 , these solutes used charge distributions that are not nearly as strong as the one used by the quantum charge set ureas. Comparing the diffusion from these two types of charge distributions is misleading, because they interact in solution much differently as discussed in the next section.
C. Hydrogen bonding
In Fig. 5 , the two representations of part A show that the total number of water hydrogen bonds decreases for increasing concentrations of solutes other than urea and that this effect becomes more pronounced the more hydrophobic the solute is. We expect such behavior, since we are introducing more nonpolar groups with which water cannot hydrogen bond. On the other hand, increasing the molarity of urea ͑ᮀ͒; values from the simulation using the simple charge set are represented by ͑᭹͒; and values from the simulation using the quantum charge set are represented by ͑᭺͒. ͑A͒ contrasts the urea diffusion coefficients from experiment to those found in our simulations. To compare simulation values outside of the experimental range, we extrapolated a straight line from the experimental diffusion coefficients. ͑B͒ shows the water diffusion coefficients from our simulations of urea solutions. For comparison, the experimental diffusion coefficient of a pure water solution is 2.3ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm 2 /s ͑Ref. 61͒. In both parts, the error in the urea diffusion coefficient found from simulation tends to decrease as the urea concentration increases. This greater reliability of the diffusion coefficient is due to the increased number of ureas sampled during the calculation. For example, the simulation with 1 urea ͑0.23 M͒ has a standard deviation of almost a magnitude greater than the simulation with 32 ureas ͑6.71 M͒, 0.70ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm 2 /s vs 0.09ϫ10 Ϫ5 cm 2 /s, respectively. The data from the Gosting and Akeley experiment ͑Ref. 62͒ on the diffusion of urea in water were incorrectly reported in Landolt and Börnstein ͑Ref. 56͒. A constant relating the diffusion coefficient to its concentration was given instead. The data found by Albright and Mills ͑Ref. 63͒ and the correct experimental diffusion coefficients from Gosting solutions causes water to make more hydrogen bonds, with the quantum charge set inducing more water hydrogen bonding than the simple charge set. To investigate the difference in water hydrogen bonding between urea and the less polar solutes in more detail, we categorized the types of hydrogen bonds made by water. In Fig. 5͑b͒ , the simulations generally show a decrease in the number of water-water hydrogen bonds with increasing concentrations of solute. Furthermore, contrary to the trend shown for total water hydrogen bonds, the more hydrophilic a solute is, the more it lowers the amount of water-water hydrogen bonding. The urea simulations demonstrate this phenomenon most clearly with the greatest decrease caused by the quantum charge set. As shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ , the urea makes up for its lack of waterwater hydrogen bonds with water-solute hydrogen bonds. Therefore, although the less polar solutes allow water to make more water-water hydrogen bonds, they cannot make as many water-solute hydrogen bonds, which creates an overall decrease in the total number of water hydrogen bonds. In contrast, urea increases the total number of water hydrogen bonds because of its ability to form more watersolute hydrogen bonds. Figure 5͑d͒ displays the average number of hydrogen bonds made by each solute molecule. Increasing the concentration of acetamide, acetone, and isopropanol decreases the number of solute hydrogen bonds. One explanation of this effect is that these solutes aggregate and thus sequester their hydrogen bonding groups from water. For urea, increasing the concentration has little effect.
Ureas using the quantum charge set make more hydrogen bonds than the ureas using the simple set. This is understandable as one might expect that increasing the polarity of a molecule would increase its hydrogen bonding. Not so easily rationalized is the contrary behavior of the two charge sets shown in Fig. 5͑d͒ ; increasing the concentration of ureas with the stronger dipole slightly decreases the total number of urea hydrogen bonds, whereas ureas using our simple charge set increase their number of hydrogen bonds with increasing concentration. To explain these differences, Figs. 5͑e͒ and 5͑f͒ show the breakdown of urea's hydrogen bonds for each charge set. In Fig. 5͑e͒ , we can see that ureas using the quantum charge set form more urea-water hydrogen bonds, but as shown in Fig. 5͑e͒ , the urea the using simple charge set make more urea-urea hydrogen bonds. This last result is particularly interesting since it is directly related to the formation of urea dimers. In simulations at the highest concentration, the simple charge set forms over twice the number of urea-urea, ''dimer,'' hydrogen bonds as quantum charge set.
We calculated average hydrogen-bond lifetimes for all simulations and categorized them according to donoracceptor pairs. In general, hydrogen-bond lifetimes were very similar between solutes. The simulation of pure water possessed an average lifetime of about 2 ps. In the solute simulations, water-water hydrogen-bond lifetimes lasted from between 10% to 20% longer and showed a small increase with increasing concentration of solute. For all other cases ͑e.g., water-solute͒, the hydrogen-bond lifetimes were very similar for solutes other than urea. Isopropanol was the only exception with lifetimes sometimes 10 times longer than the other solutes ͑data not shown͒. Table II contrasts hydrogen-bond lifetimes between the two urea charge sets. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, lifetimes of hydrogen bonds made from a water oxygen to a urea hydrogen are almost the same for the two charge sets. The major disparity is in lifetimes involving urea's oxygen and a water's hydrogen. In urea simulations using the simple charge set, this type of hydrogen bond lasts on average about 1.5 ps. As the concentration of urea increases, the quantum charge set simulations steadily increase FIG. 4 . Diffusion in solute solutions. All experimental values of the above diffusion coefficients were obtained from Landolt-Börnstein ͑Ref. 56͒. ͑A͒ compares the acetamide diffusion coefficients found from simulation, denoted by the ͑᭹͒, with experiment, shown by the solid line. ͑B͒ compares the experimental and simulation diffusion coefficients for both water and acetone. Simulation values for water are given by the ͑᭝͒ and for acetone by ͑᭹͒. Experimental values are again shown by lines; the broken line represents experimental water values and the solid line represents experimental acetone ones. ͑C͒ shows the diffusion coefficient for isopropanol from experiment, the solid line, and from our simulations, the ͑᭹͒. As in Fig. 2 , the standard deviation exhibits the same decrease with increasing concentration as seen with the urea simulations.
the hydrogen-bond lifetimes between the urea oxygen and the water hydrogen to almost 4 times the value of the simple charge set. For urea dimers and oligomers, the quantum charge set gives lifetimes that are on average ϳ30% longer than those from the simple charge set.
D. Radial distribution functions
Comparison of simulation with experiment
In Fig. 6 , we compare radial distribution functions found from neutron diffraction experiments 21, 22, 57 with ones calculated from our simulations. Figure 6͑a͒ shows the total nitrogen centered ͑N-centered͒ radial distribution functions. This quantity measures the total number of all types of atoms ͑carbon ͓C͔, hydrogen ͓H͔, nitrogen ͓N͔, and oxygen ͓O͔͒ within a certain distance of a nitrogen. As seen in the figure, the N-centered distribution is essentially the same for simulations using the simple charge set and for those using quantum charge set. This is also true for the other radial distribution functions. Therefore, we will only discuss the distributions from the simple charge set simulations, and further comparisons with experiment will only show distributions from those simulations.
Overall, the experimental and simulation N-centered curves are similar in appearance. The main difference is in the height and location of the first peak, which is higher and closer for the curves from simulation. This probably reflects a closer N•••H spacing in the simulation. Such discrepancies have been reported in other simulation studies. 29, 32 We also show distribution functions for the H-H and H-͑O,C,N͒ spacings in Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑c͒ , respectively. These distribution functions more closely match experiment than the N-centered distribution discussed above. Still, the simulation results tend to have sharper peaks than the experimental curves.
FIG. 5. Hydrogen bonding in each of the highest concentration solution solutions.
͑A͒ depicts the total number of water hydrogen bonds and is shown twice using different scaling. (a s ) shows the graph on the same scale as ͑B͒ and ͑C͒ for comparison, while (a e ) enlarges the region from 3.75 to 4.05 to aid in distinguishing trends. As explained in the Methods, our hydrogen bond definition is so stringent that we do not find the experimental 4.4 bonds per water in the pure water simulation. ͑B͒ is the average number of hydrogen bonds formed between waters. ͑C͒ displays the number of hydrogen bonds between a water and a solute molecule made per water. In ͑B͒ and ͑C͒, we only compare the results from three series of simulations for clarity; the urea simulations using the simple charge set, the urea simulations using the quantum charge set, and the acetone simulations. Please note that ͑A͒ is the sum of ͑B͒ and ͑C͒. ͑D͒ shows the total number of hydrogen bonds made per solute molecule. Since isobutylene cannot form any hydrogen bonds, those runs were left out of the figure. For acetamide, acetone, and isopropanol, the average number of hydrogen bonds that they make directly reflects their ability to hydrogen bond. Acetamide can form the most hydrogen bonds with its carbonyl and amide groups ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Isopropanol's hydroxyl group forms more hydrogen bonds than acetone's lone carbonyl group. So, in the simulations, the solutes rank in the above order from the most hydrogen bonds made by acetamide to none made by isobutylene. ͑E͒ displays the average number of waters hydrogen bonded to a solute. ͑F͒ is the average number of solutes making hydrogen bonds with another solute. In ͑E͒ and ͑F͒, we only show numbers for the two charge sets of urea since the other solutes did not show any significant trends. As with ͑A͒, ͑D͒ is the sum of ͑E͒ and ͑F͒. All values calculated per time step. Figure 7 displays the water oxygen-oxygen ͑O-O͒ radial distribution function from various simulations. This function measures how well a solute mixes with water. As explained in the methods, the radial distribution function at a particular distance is the actual number density divided by the number density of a perfectly distributed system. In this case, if the waters are well mixed with the solute, then the closer the distribution would be to pure water. Figure 7͑a͒ shows the water O-O distribution functions from simulations using the quantum charge set, while Fig. 7͑b͒ shows functions from simulations using the simple charge set. As with the other distributions, they are quite similar to each other. Also, even at the highest concentration, urea does not seem to affect the water O-O distribution much in comparison to pure water, which indicates that urea disperses well in solution. As the solute molecules become less polar, the more they disturb the water O-O distribution ͓see Fig. 7͑c͔͒ . Features up to 10 Å are shifted up, while past 10 Å, the curve dips below 1 to compensate for the local enhancement. In effect, these attributes indicate that the water and solute are separating from each other as the hydrophobicity of the solute increases, suggesting that the less polar solutes aggregate in proportion to their degree of hydrophobicity, in contrast to urea which remains well mixed with water.
Water structure
E. Aggregation/solvation
As the hydrophobicity of the solute increases, the aggregation of solute creates an actual phase separation. We see this phenomena clearly for the most concentrated isobutylene solution in comparison to the urea solution at a similar concentration ͑Fig. 8͒. To measure the degree of aggregation, we calculated the fraction of a molecule's surface area covered by other solute and solvent molecules. To calculate surface areas, we used the Voronoi polyhedra construction as described in Gerstein et al. 55 Because this construction associates with each nearest neighbor a unique patch of ''contact area,'' it allows a more precise definition of the extent of coverage than simply counting neighbors within a distance cutoff.
Table III sums up our results for the simulations containing 32 solute molecules. The better a solute mixes with water, the greater a fraction of a water molecule's surface it covers on average. As expected, the most polar solute ͑urea using the quantum charge set͒ covers the greatest fraction of a water's surface, and decreasing the solute's polarity lowers this fractional coverage. Conversely, the more a solute tends to aggregate, the more it contacts and covers other solute molecules instead of water. This trend is evident as the solutes become less polar. To provide a point of reference, we calculated a hypothetical, percentage solute-solute surface area for a pure water simulation ͑for more detail, see the legend to Table III͒ . Values larger than this hypothetical, water surface area is a good indication of how well a solute is aggregating. We find it surprising that the quantum charge set urea has a value less than the hypothetical water one. This indicates that the quantum charge set urea is somehow resisting aggregation by surrounding itself with water molecules. Being the least polar, isobutylene shows the greatest amount of self-interaction. In fact, over its entire trajectory, the isobutylene simulation possessed a substantial population of solute molecules completely sequestered from water ͑about 20 times the value from any other solute simulation͒. Converting this value into something more tractable, we find that at almost every time step there was one isobutylene completely surrounded by other isobutylenes.
This result suggests that not only did isobutylene aggregate, but it actually created a separate hydrophobic ''phase'' from water. If so, then we expect to find two species of isobutylene molecules; one at the water-solute interface and a second partitioned from water in the hydrophobic, solute phase. A histogram of the average fraction of a solute's surface area covered by other solute molecules ͑Fig. 9͒ clearly shows these two populations in the isobutylene simulation. Isobutylenes with ϳ79% of their surface contacting other isobutylenes interacted with water at the interface, whereas isobutylenes in the second population caused the noticeable spike at 100%. The other solutes were like urea in that they did not contain significant numbers of molecules completely separated from water ͑Table III͒. Molarity is given in units of mol/l and all lifetimes are reported in picoseconds.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Choice of urea potential
As explained previously, Å strand et al. 32 have argued that a more realistic, urea dimer energy of about Ϫ20 kcal/ mol would favor formation of complexes in solution. In order to test this idea, we have run equivalent series of simulations using a simple charge set or a quantum charge set for the urea molecule ͑Fig. 1͒. The quantum charge set, which has a dimerization energy about twice that of the simple charge set, more closely models the actual urea dimer energy. Nevertheless, radial distribution functions show that both sets produce nearly equivalent solution structures which are very similar to experimental curves ͑Figs. 6 and 7͒. This is in agreement with the work of Chipot et al., 58 who studied the effects of various charge distributions in simulations of polar molecules in water and found that more complex or stronger charge distributions did not offer any significant advantage over a simple charge distribution.
Dynamically, using the simple charge set approximates experimental diffusion coefficients better than using the quantum charge set ͑Fig. 3͒. Moreover, other simulations, which used polarizable potentials and ab initio charge sets, were also unable to reproduce the experimental diffusion coefficients. For example, using a urea charge set with a dimer energy of around Ϫ20 kcal/mol, Tanaka et al. 25 and Å strand et al. 32 both found diffusion of urea to be less than the experimental values. Additionally, they noted a decrease in water mobility near urea molecules. Our analysis of hydrogen bond numbers and lifetimes support these findings. We find that the quantum charge set ureas spend more time complexed to a larger number of waters than ureas using the simple charge set ͑Table II and Fig. 5͒ . As a result, the number of hydrogen bonds between ureas reveals that using the weaker, simple charge set for urea, surprisingly, favors dimer formation.
We can explain these results if we consider the strength of the various interaction energies. For clarity, we summarize the interaction energies from the two types of urea solutions in Table IV . In our system, using the quantum charge set not only doubles the strength of urea-urea interactions, but it also increases the strength of urea-water interactions. The water-water interaction remains the same. Therefore, as long as there is an excess of water ͑at 6.71 M, the ratio is about 6 waters for every urea͒, the solution is better off forming urea-water complexes at the expense of water-water ones. As a result, a urea molecule will make more contacts with water, which consequently inhibits urea dimerization. Figure 5 , which shows the breakdown of the hydrogen bonding patterns, clearly illustrates this. The imbalance of intermolecular energies also increases the amount of time a urea spends complexed to water as indicated by longer hydrogen bond lifetimes ͑Table II͒.
In other simulations using quantum charge sets and potentials, we believe that the same situation occurs. The basis for our reasoning is shown in Table IV , which additionally lists the intermolecular energies from Å strand et al.'s urea simulations 32, 42 and shows that the ratios between their intermolecular energies are similar to our quantum set. The ureaurea interaction is ϳ4 times stronger than the water-water interaction, and the urea-water interaction is twice the strength of the water-water interaction. As in our quantum charge set simulations, these unbalanced energies most likely explain why Å strand et al. did not find more urea complexation and their diffusion was so low.
With the ENCAD potential, using the simple charge set for urea produces similar intermolecular energies for all three types of associations in solution. Therefore, one interaction is not favored over the other. Experiments measuring the strength of hydrogen bonds in urea solutions support such a model. 13, 59, 60 The nearly equivalent intermolecular energies allows the simple charge set to reproduce the solution's energetic and dynamic qualities more accurately. As mentioned earlier, radial distribution functions from the simple charge set are as close to experimental curves as those from the quantum charge set. For these reasons, we believe that in our system, the simple charge set derived from the ENCAD potential parameterization is better suited for further studies with proteins.
B. Assessment of urea models
Our results do not directly support either of the thermodynamic models. The SKSS model is based on urea forming dimers and oligomers in solution, but we do not find any substantial aggregation of urea. As mentioned earlier, using a more polar, ab initio charge distribution for urea in an attempt to induce dimer formation actually inhibits urea-urea dimers and instead promotes urea-water interactions ͑Fig. 5͒. In fact, we do find solute-solute complexes in our simulations, but they occur more often for the less polar solutes. As these solutes increase their degree of hydrophobicity, the more they aggregate in solution ͑Table III and Figs. 7, 8, and 9͒, and of all the solutes, urea aggregates the least because of its ability to hydrogen bond. Since the SKSS model attributes all of the increase in enthalpy of a solution to ureaurea hydrogen bonds, it does not consider other interactions. Such an oversimplification suggests how our results can support this model. The SKSS model implies that urea adds FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental and simulation water oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function g OO (r). In all the parts, the inset shows the g OO (r) from 10 to 20 Å. The legend for each graph is shown below it. In each legend, an s denotes the simple charge set, while a q represents the quantum charge set. ͑A͒ compares a g OO (r) from a pure water simulation to those found in the urea simulations using the quantum charge set. ͑B͒ is the same comparison with the urea simulations using the simple charge set. Except for the quantum charge set urea, ͑C͒ contrasts all the water g OO (r)'s from the highest concentration solute simulations with the pure water distribution. To point out the correlation between the stepwise perturbation of the water g OO (r) and the degree of hydrophobicity of the solute, we show the values of the first peak, the first trough ͓as defined from the experimental, pure water g OO (r)͔, and the approximate middle of the dip past 10 Å in the following table. All headings correspond to the concentration and type of simulation specified in the legend to ͑C͒. hydrogen bonds to the solution, but assigns them all to ureaurea interactions. As seen from the hydrogen bond data in Fig. 5 , urea increases the total number of hydrogen bonds in the solution. If we only consider this quantity, then in this indirect manner, our data supports the SKSS model. Even though this explanation of aqueous urea is quite simplistic, it is sufficient to describe the thermodynamic data and is useful as point of departure from which to develop future concepts involving urea's interactions in solution.
Feature r/Å
As for the FF model, we find that urea affects water structure, but not exactly in the same manner as the model proposes. In the FF model, water exists in two states ͑or-dered or disordered͒ and that by interacting with only the disordered water, urea increases the disordered population. If we apply the logic of the FF model to the other solutions with less polar solutes, we would expect them to have more ordered waters than a urea solution at a similar concentration. In a binary solution, the two states of water can be thought of as those interacting with solute ͑disordered͒ and those that do not ͑ordered͒. Our classification does not identify the disordered waters as in a denser or more compact state like the FF model suggests. Because the less polar solutes aggregate more than urea ͑Table III and Figs. 7, 8, and 9͒, these simulations partition the solution into water rich and solute rich phases. The separation allows fewer waters to interact with the solute and more waters to be tetrahedrally coordinated with each other. In contrast, we find that urea preserves the water distribution by dispersing evenly with water in solution. This finding agrees with previous simulations that found that the addition of urea does not significantly perturb the water distribution. 25, 29, 30, 32 The water hydrogen-bonding pattern in Fig. 5 and the surface area coverage data in Table III show that the less polar a solute is, the more the water in solution interacts with itself. Therefore, urea, being the most polar, allows the least amount of water self-association, because, of all the solutes, it interacts the most with water. In terms of the FF model, there are more waters in contact with urea ͑disordered waters͒ and less in bulk ͑ordered waters͒ than in the other solute solutions. Thus, our results can also support the FF model.
Both models can be correct, and to a certain degree, each must possess some element of the truth since they are both able to explain the thermodynamic data. Furthermore, the mixed experimental results also suggest that each model has some validity. To reconcile two seemingly opposing views, we propose that both models approach the same phenomenon from mutually exclusive perspectives. The SKSS model explains urea's aqueous properties in terms of its abil- For reference, we calculated percent surface areas in a pure water simulation. We marked a number of waters occupying the same volume percent as the urea in the 6.71 M simulation ͑ϳ30% by volume͒. These marked waters were treated as if they were solute molecules, and we performed the same analysis on this system as with the other molecules. The water simulation is completely distributed, which explains why we get the same values for the fraction of surface area covered by marked water around a marked water molecule vs an unmarked water molecule. In the calculations on the water simulation, we did not connect waters together, but treated them independently. ity to hydrogen bond, whereas the FF model associates those properties with changes in liquid structure, which result from urea's ability to hydrogen bond.
C. Why urea is a denaturant
With respect to solvent denaturation, Nozaki and Tanford 8 have proposed an explanation for our data. Because urea is able to mix with water without severely disrupting its native structure, they believe that urea is able to incorporate into water's liquid lattice and form mixed clathrate structures. Jencks and co-workers 7,9 expanded on this idea by suggesting that urea lowers the free energy of cavity formation for hydrocarbons in water. If the hydrocarbons are small enough to fit into cavities made by water alone, then adding urea to the solution would not increase their solubility. Wetlaufer et al. 5 showed this effect for methane and ethane, and Nozaki and Tanford 8 reported the same for the amino acid glycine. Finding that urea replaces three waters at a solvation interface, Kuharski and Rossky 27 suggested that this release of waters helps urea lower the free energy of cavity formation. They also found ''that urea is not incorporated into the clathratelike structure around an apolar solute without significant distortion of this structure.'' We agree with their first point, but our results suggest that urea in solution minimizes the amount of disruption caused by apolar solutes. In sum, the ability of urea to hydrogen bond is important in preserving the structural integrity of water when apolar solutes are introduced. Urea also minimizes the entropy lost in creating the solvation shell by replacing three of the first shell waters with a fixed, planar structure that pays less of an entropic price in forming a hydrophobic interface ͑Fig. 10͒.
V. CONCLUSION
In our simulations of urea solutions, we have shown that a simple charge distribution for urea used with our ENCAD potential reproduces the structural and dynamic characteristics of a urea solution better than a quantum calculated charge distribution. Comparing the urea simulations to similar simulations of Y-shaped analogs, we show that urea tends to distribute evenly in solution, whereas the other molecules are more disposed to aggregate depending on their degree of hydrophobicity; the less polar a molecule is, the more it aggregates. Applying Voronoi polyhedra in our analysis of near neighbors, we found that the most hydrophobic analogue ͑isobutylene͒ formed a phase separation with water. These results show that the common models for urea solutions are both correct, since they describe different aspects of the same phenomenon. Furthermore, because urea mixes so well with water, we believe that urea denatures proteins by decreasing the free energy required to solvate a hydrophobic residue. To investigate urea's involvement at the solvation interface, we plan further urea simulations involving peptides and eventually proteins. FIG. 10 . Two dimensional representation of solutions around a hydrophobic sphere. ͑A͒ schematically represents in two dimensions a hydrophobic sphere in a solution of water. The hydrophobic sphere is a large and shaded circle in the middle, while the other smaller circles are waters. The stippling of the small circles marks the 15 water molecules in contact with the hydrophobic sphere. ͑B͒ shows the same hydrophobic sphere, but this time in a solution of aqueous urea. Ureas are represented by the boldly bordered, trefoil shapes. As in ͑A͒, the stippling marks the molecules in contact with the hydrophobic sphere. Urea mixes well with water and can displace water molecules from the hydrophobic surface. As a result, the sphere affects fewer molecules; 12 molecules ͑9 waters plus 3 ureas͒ in ͑B͒ vs 15 molecules in ͑A͒. Thus, the hydrophobic sphere orders less of the urea-water solution than it does pure water.
